Mitchellairs

Strict Economy
Plan of MAA

We anticipate that all of us will cooperate with the Administration and Student Council in their

Council Promotes Cooperative

Vision: "We are a community..." I wish to develop a community of<br>
students, faculty, staff, and alumni who support each other, work together to achieve common goals, and<br>
are committed to the success of all members of the State College Community. This vision is<br>
the cornerstone of our efforts to strengthen our institution and prepare our students for success in<br>
their personal and professional lives.

Giavelli Assists I-M Council

In Promoting Frosh Tennis

The "Clin" Mill

Ginny

The idea of a clinic for the frosh who have a flair for tennis was

Big plans have been formulated by the Men's Intramural Council to add "new life" to this year's

Peterson Clarifies

Girls' Award Rules

The Men's Intramural Council is

Immediate plans of the council include:

Touch Football

Starts Monday

The new Touch Football League will start Monday night at 7:30 p.m. at the Commons.

Activity Budget

Faces Decrease

The Men's Intramural Council has

Announcement of Sports Tours

The Announcements of sports tours are:

Touch Football

Coaches: Glen Walrath, '42; Entertainment, Alvin Royer Brubacher to publish a

Campus Health

Recent enlargement of the

Train Your Body

On October 15th you will have the

Dr. Ewen E. van Kleek T. T.

Sylvia Tift, President of State College News, will be the main speaker at the WIC's Banquet.

President of Women's Intramural Council

in the place of the previous year's speaker, WIC's Banquet will be held on October 15th in the

202 Women Enroll

In Freshman Class

World Conditions Correlated

In your letter you mentioned the situation in your classes and

Kappa Delta. Kappa Delta.

Collegiate Faculty Plans

Conference This Fall

As a junior you will be going to the

First Annual Culinary Contest

The Junior Culinary Club will hold the first Annual Culinary Contest in December.

Pi Gamma Mu Will Hold

Annual Picnic, Tuesday

The annual Chi Gamma Mu southern picnic will be held Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.

Seating arrangements will be made for the picnic.

2. The EXAMINATION for admission will be held at the end of the third week of the academic year. This examination will be given in the auditorium all day on the 2nd and 3rd of the third week of the academic year.
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Looking To The Future

October 6, 1941 found a war-torn Europe entering a third year of struggle with a stubborn Germany triumphant on all fighting fronts attempting to strike a final blow which would end the configuration victorious. That date found a reviewing army United States of America, the only nation to keep itself out of armed conflict, preparing to select a president, maneuvering in the midst of uncertainty and opportunity.

The NEWS, like the student body, is war conscious, decreasing in numbers as multitudinous as the creatures of the earth and increasing in numbers as the stars of the firmament. It stands now at the threshold of a new era and looks back to the years between the two wars to determine what the students have done, and what the students might do.

Under such conditions was the NEWS born and under such conditions, and the NEWS celebrates its silver anniversary tomorrow—seventy-five years after the appearance of the first issue. Once again we find a student body war conscious, maneuvering in the midst of uncertainty and opportunity, and dissolved by a war-torn Europe.

The growth of the NEWS reflects the growth of the student body through those years. We weathered the storm of depression years, expanded during boom times, tided over criticism through those years. It came to a student population whose interests were diversified between classroom and athletic field. Naturally the NEWS became one of the few organized, completely student run publications.

The paper was read by a State College student body which looked to the future with honest optimism and a willingness to accept the responsibilities of the present.

And the NEWS must distinguish between privileges and rights and must accept the responsibilities of the present. It must be a voice for those who would be better informed in the midst of uncertainty and opportunity. It must distinguish between the rights and must accept the responsibilities of the present. It must be a voice for those who would be better informed in the midst of uncertainty and opportunity. It must distinguish between the rights and must accept the responsibilities of the present. It must be a voice for those who would be better informed in the midst of uncertainty and opportunity. It must distinguish between the rights and must accept the responsibilities of the present. It must be a voice for those who would be better informed in the midst of uncertainty and opportunity.
Looking To The Future

October 4, 1941 found eastern Europe entering a third year of struggle with
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to make. After a hard day's work, the bird watchers turned their backs on the market square and went to the Zocalo, a large plaza in the center of Mexico City. Here, they set up their tents and began their work.

Dr. Sutton, a distinguished bird artist, painted a bird each day. He devoted much of his time to obtaining specimens, and in addition, pursued a project of his own. His aim was to make a natural color motion picture record of rare birds which have never been filmed. Complementary footage of other birds was included in the film. A record of the trip was also made, and the party returned to the United States with a wealth of information.

Each member of the expedition helped in the general collection and preparation of bird specimens, and in addition, pursued a project of their own. The ornithologists used this method of transportation in their work and worked on his semi-popular book on Mexican birds. This stop was made in the market square of tiny Gomez Farias.
Frosh Co-ed's First Week Is One Big Whirl

Indiana State Teachers College at Terre Haute chose Lorajean Doup as "typical freshman" then photographed her through the many steps connected with her first campus enrollment this fall. Lorajean learned that getting into college is not so easy, let alone getting through to graduation in an average of four years. Follow her through the maze of freshman week routine and activity in this unusual series of candid pictures.

Lorajean called at the Registrar's office in good season to make out her class program, but she learned that there had been many ahead of her. Lots of the favorite professors already had full classes.

During a psychology examination Lorajean tries to brush from her mind all the confusion of what seems the biggest and most exciting day of her life long enough to solve brain teasing problems.

After a complete physical examination she gets a "passport photograph" and a number to go on the activities card which will admit her to campus events throughout the term.

Midway in orientation week the whirl of sorority rush activities began. Lorajean had "rushes" from three of the eight sororities at the outset, by week's end was on virtually all the lists.

There still remained the formality of getting into college. After signing her name to nearly a score of blanks and filling out repetitious data for nearly an hour, Lorajean stands in line with others of the 500 new students.

Offers no Team

If Pete's Not Down, His Pants Are Forfeit — Speedy Pete Kmetovic Stanford halfback, is caught in the unyielding clutches of a Webfoot. This thrilling game saw Stanford, defending Pacific Coast champions, eke out a 19-15 win over the University of Oregon gridders. Pete out to the wrestling cushions of a Walkout. This shifting game saw Stanford, defending Pacific Coast champions, eke out a 19-15 win over the University of Oregon-grizzlies.

Blind dates are part and parcel of the first week on campus. There she was apostate at the door of the Women's Residence Hall which will be her home for some time.

Lorajean decided that she would like to be studied to the oldest sorority on the campus, Alpha. When she found she had been accepted she made merry in the favorite campus hangout with her future sisters.

The "typical freshman" will be a science student for she wants to become a laboratory technician. Dr. G. David Koch of the Science department checks her enrollment. She's cleared all the first hurdles of college life in addition to making the sorority of her choice so Lorajean is pretty happy as she sets out for her first class. From now on it's study.

Blondes are part and parcel of the first week on campus. There she was apostate at the door of the Women's Residence Hall which will be her home for some time.
Pessimists!

Three locks shatter this almost perfect picture of Utopia, taken at the University of Minnesota post office.

A Foot Cooleurd!

Attention Shutterbugs!

Workin' Behind the Curtain

All the world's a stage, and collegians are acting and acuerdo in acts. These scenes, taken during final rehearsal time for the premiere of George Washington Slept Here, at Syracuse University's Civic Theater, show typical activity which will be found in dramatic circles on every campus this fall — for fall is truly show time.

Woman, thy characteristic is vanity. Jane Cutting, ingenue of the show, makes up between scenes. This training in makeup technique should prove invaluable in later life.

Traffic it quite a problem on rehearsal days. Crossings and recrossings have to be figured out so that bump and direct hits are not made by the actors. At this point in the play droves of expected and unexpected weekend guests are arriving so the timing of entries must be perfect. It's all hard work but every actor loves it.

Offers a Team

Entertain High School Orchestra Association

Braggott, industrial pianists, in Albany High October 15.

The purpose of the event was to combine the classical training of the two pianos, the Conservatory, with the swing of the popular expression of tomorrow.

The concert will consist of songs ranging from George Gershwin's melodies through a take-off on Yankee Doodle. A table will be set up in the girls' locker room of the morning and the glee club will be there to greet you.

Traffic is quite a problem on rehearsal days. Costumes and scenery have to be figured out so that bump and direct hits are not made by the actors. At this point in the play droves of expected and unexpected weekend guests are arriving so the timing of entries must be perfect. It's all hard work but every actor loves it.
"Aye, There Is the Rub"

Students of war at MIT, Holyoke College has found out when he registered at Santa Ana Junior College, for registration at Santa Ana Junior College was another of the many things he registered for on the campus. Walking among senior colleagues, and Hugh finds it difficult to decide which of the options is the greatest need -- in braces.

Perfect Manners, Peace, Quiet Hold Firth in New Dormitory

As more than fifty grocery store clerks entered the college, change for student lunch. A table will be set in the auditorium of Albany High School for an informal gathering of a large gymnasium.

Next Week Ends SCA Interviews

NYA Reduction

Maynard To Speak At SCA Meeting

Forum Discusses NYA Reduction

New Music Group Offers Famous Piano Team

Music Group Offers Famous Piano Team

NYA Reduction

Decrease in Appropriation -- At SCA Meeting

HOLSUM (White Bread)

KLEEN-MAID WHEAT

HOLSUM CRACKED WHEAT

DELICIOUS TYPES (Delicious Toasted)

Myers

Pretty Pajamas

Pamper the Dorm Crowd

2.98

For sheering in class and washing in style! Lovely, comfortable for high occasions. Forming the midnight oil of all that shuck before dressing. So smooth...and sheer like a feathery pillow.

Sketch

A. The pajamas all coordinate for a big way. Skirt teddy: 4-in. skirt...softly tailored...softly visible...just slightly on the budget side. Sizes 2 to 6.

B. The skirt teddy goes perfectly with all and after that, when the sun comes up with the pajamas ground. Adjustable waist band. Full cut head of the pajamas: exciting color. Sizes 2 to 6.
**"Aye, There Is the Rub"**

Shakespeare in a Mt. Holyoke 11-play has been transferred to Fitchburg last night. There is no word yet on the Saturday night finale. Show dates are not yet known. Under the direction of Dr. Daniel B. Brown, the production is being given in the Fitchburg High School Auditorium tonight. favourite Shakespeare role of the first actor to play the part in the U.S. is also played in the Fitchburg production by Dr. Brown. 'Macbeth' also appeared in the Fitchburg production. The show will be performed tonight. Mrs. Brown will be a speaker at the final night performance.

---

**Forum Discusses NYA Reduction**

An informal forum on the effect of NYA on the local economy was held last week in the Dining Room of the Science Building. The forum was attended by students, faculty, and community leaders. The discussion centered on the impact of NYA on local businesses and the potential for future projects.

---

**Prize Punter**

The prize in the annual punt contest at the State College for Women's Homecoming was won by Seneca C. Brown. Mrs. Brown, who is a member of the State College for Women's Homecoming committee, was able to choose the prize from the winner's list. The prize includes a trip to the Rose Bowl Game and a season ticket to the USC football games.

---

**Perfect Manners, Peace, Quiet Hold Forth in New Dormitory**

By Homer Korva

The new dormitory at the State College for Women will be officially opened on Monday, October 13. The dormitory is the largest and most modern in the state. It has been designed to accommodate the needs of the students and to provide a comfortable and safe living environment.

---

**Music Group Offers Famous Piano Team**

The State College Music Association has arranged for the Famous Piano Team to perform on Tuesday, October 14. The team will present a program of classical music and will be accompanied by the State College Band. The concert will be held in the University Auditorium and is open to the public.

---

**Information Please**

Tickets may be obtained at the box office. A table will be set up in the lobby of the auditorium. Tickets may also be purchased at the door. For more information, please contact the box office at 555-1234.
Men's Athletics History Exceeds Quarter Century

Founder-

College Football Has Short Reign

Constitutional Independence Organized Mass, E. Prov. First Head

A football outfit, representing an excellent athletic physical condition for the student body, was formed in 1926. The team consisted of John G. Curtis, who was also the president of the club. The team played a few games, but due to the lack of interest and support, the club was disbanded.

Student Rivalry Evolves Council

Standing through the old News

The Glee Club was formed in 1920, and it continued to grow in popularity. The club played a significant role in the social life of the college and provided a platform for students to showcase their talents.

The committee on publishing a weekly newspaper respectfully

The committee on publishing a weekly newspaper respectfully presented a request to the college to establish a weekly newspaper. The request was approved, and the first issue of the News was published in 1926.

Former Editors

Find Placements In Wide Fields

The committee on publishing a weekly newspaper respectfully presented a request to the college to establish a weekly newspaper. The request was approved, and the first issue of the News was published in 1926.

News Banquet to Reunite Members

Of former Boards for Silver Jubilee

The committee on publishing a weekly newspaper respectfully presented a request to the college to establish a weekly newspaper. The request was approved, and the first issue of the News was published in 1926.
State Campus Expands to Accompany Continuous Enrollment Growth

Future Service Display
Of the NEWS—(Continued)

Sorority Rushing System Recognized by Council
ANNEX

Myskania
Congratulates the NEWS on 25 Years of Service to the College

George D. Jenney, Ph.D.
15855

BOULEVARD CAFETERIA

Try Our Businessman's Lunch
50c

1301 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, N. Y.

Present College Publications
Result of Evolutionary Process

'Frisco' (Honor, '09)

Pedoga's Professor

Of Myskania 16 Years

Dr. Horner, the first professor of Science at State College, was in office during the first half of the 1900s. His influence was felt in the college's growth and development, especially in the sciences. After his retirement in 1924, the college honored him with a professorship named in his honor. The Pedoga Professorship is now held by Professor Dr. Jameson, who continues to carry on the tradition of excellence in the field of science.

Futurist Inauguration

Of D & A Society

The society was founded in 1908 and has been an important part of the college's life ever since. The society has been involved in many activities, including athletics, drama, and social events. It has produced many alumni who have gone on to successful careers in a variety of fields.

Numerous Administrators Reign

Since Establishment of News

The college newspaper, The State College News, was founded in 1892 and has been published continuously since then. It has been a source of news and information for the college community, as well as a vehicle for student expression. The newspaper has undergone many changes over the years, but it has remained committed to providing a fair and unbiased presentation of facts, in order to serve the best interest of the college community.

What Are You Doing with Your Laundry This Year?

You'll find At the Annex

Wagner's Ice Cream

Nothing Else So Good Is So Good For You

Railway Express

A former method is not to keep it beaten regularly by RAILWAY EXPRESS—and here it remains the same way.

Our service is fast, accurate and economical. Remotest towns include pickup and delivery in no extra charge within 10 miles of highway service in all cities and principal towns. Your desire of payment or collect charges, just as necessary, for most any disposition. Baggage, rolls, size a shape.

State College Cafeteria

Congratulations on 25 Years of Interest and Information Service

STATE COLLEGE NEWS

Compliments of Bill Grattan
His ORCHESTRA

Congratulations . . .
To the STATE COLLEGE NEWS

SAYLOR HALL
NEWNAM HALL
THOMAS HOUSE HALL

GREETINGS from the Greeks

Kappa Delta
Pi Gamma
Chi Sigma Theta
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Gamma Kappa Phi
Beta Zeta
Phi Delta
Kappa Delta Rho
Edward Eldredge Potter Club
Kappa Beta
Sigma Lambda Sigma
Farrell Mansion May Open As Students' Union.

Serious State House to Open If Student Financial Aid Too Probably Necessary.

If the situation continues, the Board of Regents may order further cuts in the student body. The Regents have not made a firm decision as to whether the plan will be changed or not.

Hicks Lauds Choice of Regents; Earned Degree Under Stoddard.

Former Student Escapes Injury.

User Book Exchange Has Successful Year.

Vestigate all angles.

Sayles said that there would be a conferred upon him the degree association budget is sufficiently pad-

to save $5,000 as student leaders benefit by the union, they should training program.

aspects of the teacher- $4,000 income. The many expenses The Board of Regents has done a commendable piece of work in the Problem.

explained, "would be necessary be-
testify to his administrative immediate action on the plan.

them to work as ideas aloft wastes no time worked on any committees with him.

"Eight thousand dollars," Dr. Sayles j worked on any committees with him.

The Playdium

WE NEVER

Morris Diner

40c and 45c Dinners

PLenty Of

206 Central Ave. We NEVER

PARKING SPACE

Albany, N. Y.

BOWL

At

The Playdium

Ontario - Park Ave.

Where All State Students Meet for

GOOD BOWLING GOOD FOOD

Special Bowling Rates for Students Aftemours

PHONE FOR RESERVATIONS

We Color to Parties and Banquets

S-9021 S-9015

H. HORTON, Inc.

410 BROADWAY

ALBANY, N. Y.

The complete kitchen equipment, china, silver, glassware, utensils, etc., for the new State's Honorary furnished and installed by us.

EVERYTHING AT ONE PRICE!

Dorms to Cradle State Dance; Reid, Grattan Orchestras Billed

De Laney Form Letter Causes Error in Parent Understanding